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Due to the growing use of web applications and communication devices, the use of data has increased throughout various industries,
including business and healthcare. It is necessary to develop specific software programs that can analyze and interpret large amounts of data
quickly in order to ensure adequate usage and predictive results. Cognitive Analytics: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
provides emerging perspectives on the theoretical and practical aspects of data analysis tools and techniques. It also examines the
incorporation of pattern management as well as decision-making and prediction processes through the use of data management and
analysis. Highlighting a range of topics such as natural language processing, big data, and pattern recognition, this multi-volume book is
ideally designed for information technology professionals, software developers, data analysts, graduate-level students, researchers, computer
engineers, software engineers, IT specialists, and academicians.
Welcome to the 6th Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference (AWIC 2009), to be held during September 9-11, 2009 in Prague, Czech Republic.
The conference will be held at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles University, Prague. This building has a convenient
location in the historical city center, in the area called Lesser Town close to local attractions like Charles Bridge and Prague Castle. The
Atlantic Web Intelligence Conferences bring together scientists, engineers, computer users, and students to exchange and share their
experiences, new ideas, and research results about all aspects (theory, applications and tools) of intelligent methods applied to Web based
systems, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. Previous AWIC events were held in Spain - 2003,
Mexico - 2004, Poland - 2005, Israel - 2006 and France - 2007.
Mastering Social Media Mining with RPackt Publishing Ltd
In the next few years, it is expected that most businesses will have transitioned to the use of electronic commerce technologies, namely ecommerce. This acceleration in the acceptance of e-commerce not only changes the face of business and retail, but also has introduced new,
adaptive business models. The experience of consumers in online shopping and the popularity of the digital marketplace have changed the
way businesses must meet the needs of consumers. To stay relevant, businesses must develop new techniques and strategies to remain
competitive in a changing commercial atmosphere. The way in which e-commerce is being implemented, the business models that have been
developed, and the applications including the benefits and challenges to e-commerce must be discussed to understand modern business.
The Research Anthology on E-Commerce Adoption, Models, and Applications for Modern Business discusses the best practices, latest
strategies, and newest methods for implementing and using e-commerce in modern businesses. This includes not only a view of how
business models have changed and what business models have emerged, but also provides a focus on how consumers have changed in
terms of their needs, their online behavior, and their use of e-commerce services. Topics including e-business, e-services, mobile commerce,
usability models, website development, brand management and marketing, and online shopping will be explored in detail. This book is ideally
intended for business managers, e-commerce managers, marketers, advertisers, brand managers, executives, IT consultants, practitioners,
researchers, academicians, and students interested in how e-commerce is impacting modern business models.
This book aims to guide readers to learn the necessary enterprise skills to create and run their own businesses. It provides not only a manual
for business skills? but also a step-by-step guide that will enable readers to successfully master, develop and run an enterprise. This one-stop
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manual offers a simple explanation of all the essential enterprise skills and learning resources needed for a theoretical understanding of the
topic, as well as practical tips for the budding entrepreneur. A reader will particularly learn: • The conceptual framework of enterprise
functions. • Skills, concepts and functions necessary to understand the enterprise. • Tools necessary for assessing yourself as an
entrepreneur. • Steps essential for creating an enterprise, including developing a viable business concept, product-market fit and business
model. • Steps significant for running and growing an enterprise successfully. • Tools for assessing the ability of your enterprise to grow.
Learn the essence of data science and visualization using R in no time at all About This Book Become a pro at making stunning visualizations
and dashboards quickly and without hassle For better decision making in business, apply the R programming language with the help of useful
statistical techniques. From seasoned authors comes a book that offers you a plethora of fast-paced techniques to detect and analyze data
patterns Who This Book Is For If you are an aspiring data scientist or analyst who has a basic understanding of data science and has basic
hands-on experience in R or any other analytics tool, then R Data Science Essentials is the book for you. What You Will Learn Perform data
preprocessing and basic operations on data Implement visual and non-visual implementation data exploration techniques Mine patterns from
data using affinity and sequential analysis Use different clustering algorithms and visualize them Implement logistic and linear regression and
find out how to evaluate and improve the performance of an algorithm Extract patterns through visualization and build a forecasting algorithm
Build a recommendation engine using different collaborative filtering algorithms Make a stunning visualization and dashboard using ggplot
and R shiny In Detail With organizations increasingly embedding data science across their enterprise and with management becoming more
data-driven it is an urgent requirement for analysts and managers to understand the key concept of data science. The data science concepts
discussed in this book will help you make key decisions and solve the complex problems you will inevitably face in this new world. R Data
Science Essentials will introduce you to various important concepts in the field of data science using R. We start by reading data from
multiple sources, then move on to processing the data, extracting hidden patterns, building predictive and forecasting models, building a
recommendation engine, and communicating to the user through stunning visualizations and dashboards. By the end of this book, you will
have an understanding of some very important techniques in data science, be able to implement them using R, understand and interpret the
outcomes, and know how they helps businesses make a decision. Style and approach This easy-to-follow guide contains hands-on examples
of the concepts of data science using R.
In the digital age, numerous technological tools are available to enhance business processes. When these tools are used effectively,
knowledge sharing and organizational success are significantly increased. Social Media Marketing: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice
contains a compendium of the latest academic material on the use, strategies, and applications of social media marketing in business today.
Including innovative studies on email usage, social interaction technologies, and internet privacy, this publication is an ideal source for
managers, corporate trainers, researchers, academics, and students interested in the business applications of social media marketing.
Technology has become deeply integrated into modern society and various activities throughout everyday life. However, this increases the
risk of vulnerabilities, such as hacking or system errors, among other online threats. Cybersecurity Breaches and Issues Surrounding Online
Threat Protection is an essential reference source for the latest scholarly research on the various types of unauthorized access or damage to
electronic data. Featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics, such as robotics, cloud computing, and
electronic data diffusion, this publication is ideally designed for academicians, researchers, computer engineers, graduate students, and
practitioners seeking current research on the threats that exist in the world of technology.
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Social Media has transformed the ways in which individuals keep in touch with family and friends. Likewise, businesses
have identified the profound opportunities present for customer engagement and understanding through the massive
data available on social media channels, in addition to the customer reach of such sites. Social Media Listening and
Monitoring for Business Applications explores research-based solutions for businesses of all types interested in an
understanding of emerging concepts and technologies for engaging customers online. Providing insight into the currently
available social media tools and practices for various business applications, this publication is an essential resource for
business professionals, graduate-level students, technology developers, and researchers.
Focusing on the tension between elite and popular models of democracy, individuals and movements that made a
difference, and recent events, THE DEMOCRATIC DEBATE makes American democracy become more relevant,
compelling, and lively. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Become an advanced practitioner with this progressive set of master classes on application-oriented machine learning
About This Book Comprehensive coverage of key topics in machine learning with an emphasis on both the theoretical
and practical aspects More than 15 open source Java tools in a wide range of techniques, with code and practical usage.
More than 10 real-world case studies in machine learning highlighting techniques ranging from data ingestion up to
analyzing the results of experiments, all preparing the user for the practical, real-world use of tools and data analysis.
Who This Book Is For This book will appeal to anyone with a serious interest in topics in Data Science or those already
working in related areas: ideally, intermediate-level data analysts and data scientists with experience in Java. Preferably,
you will have experience with the fundamentals of machine learning and now have a desire to explore the area further,
are up to grappling with the mathematical complexities of its algorithms, and you wish to learn the complete ins and outs
of practical machine learning. What You Will Learn Master key Java machine learning libraries, and what kind of problem
each can solve, with theory and practical guidance. Explore powerful techniques in each major category of machine
learning such as classification, clustering, anomaly detection, graph modeling, and text mining. Apply machine learning to
real-world data with methodologies, processes, applications, and analysis. Techniques and experiments developed
around the latest specializations in machine learning, such as deep learning, stream data mining, and active and semisupervised learning. Build high-performing, real-time, adaptive predictive models for batch- and stream-based big data
learning using the latest tools and methodologies. Get a deeper understanding of technologies leading towards a more
powerful AI applicable in various domains such as Security, Financial Crime, Internet of Things, social networking, and so
on. In Detail Java is one of the main languages used by practicing data scientists; much of the Hadoop ecosystem is
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Java-based, and it is certainly the language that most production systems in Data Science are written in. If you know
Java, Mastering Machine Learning with Java is your next step on the path to becoming an advanced practitioner in Data
Science. This book aims to introduce you to an array of advanced techniques in machine learning, including
classification, clustering, anomaly detection, stream learning, active learning, semi-supervised learning, probabilistic
graph modeling, text mining, deep learning, and big data batch and stream machine learning. Accompanying each
chapter are illustrative examples and real-world case studies that show how to apply the newly learned techniques using
sound methodologies and the best Java-based tools available today. On completing this book, you will have an
understanding of the tools and techniques for building powerful machine learning models to solve data science problems
in just about any domain. Style and approach A practical guide to help you explore machine learning—and an array of
Java-based tools and frameworks—with the help of practical examples and real-world use cases.
This book presents the latest innovative research findings, methods, and development techniques related to intelligent
social networks and collaborative systems, intelligent networking systems, mobile collaborative systems, and secure
intelligent cloud systems. Offering both theoretical and practical perspectives, it also reveals synergies among various
paradigms in the multi-disciplinary field of intelligent collaborative systems. With the rapid development of the Internet, we
are experiencing a shift from the traditional sharing of information and applications as the main purpose of the Web to an
emergent paradigm that places people at the very centre of networks, making full use of their connections, relations, and
collaboration. Social networks also play a major role in the dynamics and structure of intelligent Web-based networking
and collaborative systems. Virtual campuses, communities and organizations strongly leverage intelligent networking and
collaborative systems through a wide variety of formal and informal electronic relations, such as business-to-business,
peer-to-peer, and many types of online collaborative learning interactions, including the emerging e-learning systems.
This has resulted in entangled systems that need to be managed efficiently and autonomously. In addition, while the
latest powerful technologies based on grid and wireless infrastructures as well as cloud computing are currently greatly
enhancing collaborative and networking applications, they are also facing new challenges. The principal purpose of the
research and development community is to stimulate research that will lead to the creation of responsive environments
for networking and, in the long term, the development of adaptive, secure, mobile, and intuitive intelligent systems for
collaborative work and learning.
Extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using RAbout This Book• Explore
the social media APIs in R to capture data and tame it• Employ the machine learning capabilities of R to gain optimal
business value• A hands-on guide with real-world examples to help you take advantage of the vast opportunities that
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come with social media dataWho This Book Is ForIf you have basic knowledge of R in terms of its libraries and are aware
of different machine learning techniques, this book is for you. Those with experience in data analysis who are interested
in mining social media data will find this book useful.What You Will Learn• Access APIs of popular social media sites and
extract data• Perform sentiment analysis and identify trending topics• Measure CTR performance for social media
campaigns• Implement exploratory data analysis and correlation analysis• Build a logistic regression model to detect
spam messages• Construct clusters of pictures using the K-means algorithm and identify popular personalities and
destinations• Develop recommendation systems using Collaborative Filtering and the Apriori algorithmIn DetailWith an
increase in the number of users on the web, the content generated has increased substantially, bringing in the need to
gain insights into the untapped gold mine that is social media data. For computational statistics, R has an advantage over
other languages in providing readily-available data extraction and transformation packages, making it easier to carry out
your ETL tasks. Along with this, its data visualization packages help users get a better understanding of the underlying
data distributions while its range of "standard" statistical packages simplify analysis of the data.This book will teach you
how powerful business cases are solved by applying machine learning techniques on social media data. You will learn
about important and recent developments in the field of social media, along with a few advanced topics such as Open
Authorization (OAuth). Through practical examples, you will access data from R using APIs of various social media sites
such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, GitHub, Foursquare, LinkedIn, Blogger, and other networks. We will provide you
with detailed explanations on the implementation of various use cases using R programming.With this handy guide, you
will be ready to embark on your journey as an independent social media analyst.Style and approachThis easy-to-follow
guide is packed with hands-on, step-by-step examples that will enable you to convert your real-world social media data
into useful, practical information.
This book contains papers presented at the 5th Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference, AWIC’2007, held in Fontainbleau,
France, in June 2007, and organized by Esigetel, Technical University of Lodz, and Polish Academy of Sciences. It
includes reports from the front of diverse fields of the Web, including application of artificial intelligence, design,
information retrieval and interpretation, user profiling, security, and engineering.
Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and a digital payment system invented by an unknown programmer, or a group of
programmers, under the name Satoshi Nakamoto. It was released as open-source software in 2009. The system is peerto-peer, and transactions take place between users directly, without an intermediary. These transactions are verified by
network nodes and recorded in a public distributed ledger called a blockchain. Since the system works without a central
repository or single administrator, bitcoin is called the first decentralized digital currency. Besides being created as a
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reward for mining, bitcoin can be exchanged for other currencies, products, and services in legal or black markets. As of
February 2015, over 100,000 merchants and vendors accepted bitcoin as payment. According to research produced by
Cambridge University in 2017, there are 2.9 to 5.8 million unique users using a cryptocurrency wallet, most of them using
bitcoin.
Markov Models Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning: Mastering Data Science & Python o you want to
MASTER Data science? Understand Markov Models and learn the real world application to accurately predict future
events. Extend your knowledge of machine learning, python programming & algorithms. What you'll Learn · Mathematics
Behind Markov Algorithms · 3 Main Problems Of Markov Models And How To Overcome Them · Uses And Applications
For Machine Learning · Python Programming · Speech Recognition · Weather Reporting · The Markov Rule And
Markov's Model · Fundamental Axioms Of Statistics And Probability · Solutions · Theories · Artificial Intelligence ·
Bayesian Inference · Important Tools Used With HMM · And Much, Much, More! The objective of this book is to teach
you the essentials at the most fundamental level. You will learn the ins and outs of machine learning, and its real world
applications. Also, specifically you will discover practical implementations of Markov Models in python programming. This
book offers high value and is the greatest investment in your knowledge base you can make that will benefit you in the
long run. Why not take this opportunity to take advantage now and get ahead of everyone else? Other books can easily
retail for $100s- $1000s of dollars! Get equipped with the knowledge you need to advance yourself today at an affordable
price. What are you waiting for? Don't miss out on this opportunity! Grab Your Copy Now!
Continuous improvements in digitized practices have created opportunities for businesses to develop more streamlined processes. This not
only leads to higher success in day-to-day production, but it also increases the overall success of businesses. E-Manufacturing and E-Service
Strategies in Contemporary Organizations is a critical scholarly resource that explores the advances in cloud-based solutions in the service
and manufacturing realms of corporations and promotes communication between customers and service providers and manufacturers.
Featuring coverage on a wide range of topics including smart manufacturing, internet banking, database system adoption, this book is geared
towards researchers, professionals, managers, and academicians seeking current and relevant research on the improvement of cloud-based
systems for manufacturing and service.
With the dawn of electronic databases, information technologies, and the Internet, organizations, now more than ever, have easy access to
all the knowledge they need to conduct their business. However, utilizing and detecting the beneficial information can pose as a challenge.
Enhancing Knowledge Discovery and Innovation in the Digital Era is a vibrant reference source on the latest research on student education,
open information, technology enhanced learning (TEL), and student outcomes. Featuring widespread coverage across a range of applicable
perspectives and topics, such as engineering education, data mining, and 3D printing, this book is ideally designed for professionals, upperlevel students, and academics seeking current research on knowledge management and innovation networks.
Many companies still approach Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and paid search as separate initiatives. This in-depth guide shows you
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how to use these programs as part of a comprehensive strategy—not just to improve your site’s search rankings, but to attract the right
people and increase your conversion rate. Learn how to measure, test, analyze, and interpret all of your search data with a wide array of
analytic tools. Gain the knowledge you need to determine the strategy’s return on investment. Ideal for search specialists, webmasters, and
search marketing managers, Mastering Search Analytics shows you how to gain better traffic and more revenue through your search efforts.
Focus on conversion and usability—not on driving larger volumes of traffic Track the performance of your SEO and paid search keywords
Apply techniques to monitor what your competitors are doing Understand the differences between mobile and desktop search Learn how
social media impacts your search rankings and results Audit your site for problems that can affect users and search spiders Create
dashboards and expanded reports for all of your search activities
For any organization to be successful, it must operate in such a manner that knowledge and information, human resources, and technology
are continually taken into consideration and managed effectively. Business concepts are always present regardless of the field or industry – in
education, government, healthcare, not-for-profit, engineering, hospitality/tourism, among others. Maintaining organizational awareness and a
strategic frame of mind is critical to meeting goals, gaining competitive advantage, and ultimately ensuring sustainability. The Encyclopedia of
Organizational Knowledge, Administration, and Technology is an inaugural five-volume publication that offers 193 completely new and
previously unpublished articles authored by leading experts on the latest concepts, issues, challenges, innovations, and opportunities
covering all aspects of modern organizations. Moreover, it is comprised of content that highlights major breakthroughs, discoveries, and
authoritative research results as they pertain to all aspects of organizational growth and development including methodologies that can help
companies thrive and analytical tools that assess an organization’s internal health and performance. Insights are offered in key topics such
as organizational structure, strategic leadership, information technology management, and business analytics, among others. The knowledge
compiled in this publication is designed for entrepreneurs, managers, executives, investors, economic analysts, computer engineers, software
programmers, human resource departments, and other industry professionals seeking to understand the latest tools to emerge from this field
and who are looking to incorporate them in their practice. Additionally, academicians, researchers, and students in fields that include but are
not limited to business, management science, organizational development, entrepreneurship, sociology, corporate psychology, computer
science, and information technology will benefit from the research compiled within this publication.
Acquire and analyze data from all corners of the social web with Python About This Book Make sense of highly unstructured social media
data with the help of the insightful use cases provided in this guide Use this easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to apply analytics to
complicated and messy social data This is your one-stop solution to fetching, storing, analyzing, and visualizing social media data Who This
Book Is For This book is for intermediate Python developers who want to engage with the use of public APIs to collect data from social media
platforms and perform statistical analysis in order to produce useful insights from data. The book assumes a basic understanding of the
Python Standard Library and provides practical examples to guide you toward the creation of your data analysis project based on social data.
What You Will Learn Interact with a social media platform via their public API with Python Store social data in a convenient format for data
analysis Slice and dice social data using Python tools for data science Apply text analytics techniques to understand what people are talking
about on social media Apply advanced statistical and analytical techniques to produce useful insights from data Build beautiful visualizations
with web technologies to explore data and present data products In Detail Your social media is filled with a wealth of hidden data – unlock it
with the power of Python. Transform your understanding of your clients and customers when you use Python to solve the problems of
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understanding consumer behavior and turning raw data into actionable customer insights. This book will help you acquire and analyze data
from leading social media sites. It will show you how to employ scientific Python tools to mine popular social websites such as Facebook,
Twitter, Quora, and more. Explore the Python libraries used for social media mining, and get the tips, tricks, and insider insight you need to
make the most of them. Discover how to develop data mining tools that use a social media API, and how to create your own data analysis
projects using Python for clear insight from your social data. Style and approach This practical, hands-on guide will help you learn everything
you need to perform data mining for social media. Throughout the book, we take an example-oriented approach to use Python for data
analysis and provide useful tips and tricks that you can use in day-to-day tasks.
Master text-taming techniques and build effective text-processing applications with R About This Book Develop all the relevant skills for
building text-mining apps with R with this easy-to-follow guide Gain in-depth understanding of the text mining process with lucid
implementation in the R language Example-rich guide that lets you gain high-quality information from text data Who This Book Is For If you
are an R programmer, analyst, or data scientist who wants to gain experience in performing text data mining and analytics with R, then this
book is for you. Exposure to working with statistical methods and language processing would be helpful. What You Will Learn Get acquainted
with some of the highly efficient R packages such as OpenNLP and RWeka to perform various steps in the text mining process Access and
manipulate data from different sources such as JSON and HTTP Process text using regular expressions Get to know the different
approaches of tagging texts, such as POS tagging, to get started with text analysis Explore different dimensionality reduction techniques,
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and understand its implementation in R Discover the underlying themes or topics that are
present in an unstructured collection of documents, using common topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Build a baseline
sentence completing application Perform entity extraction and named entity recognition using R In Detail Text Mining (or text data mining or
text analytics) is the process of extracting useful and high-quality information from text by devising patterns and trends. R provides an
extensive ecosystem to mine text through its many frameworks and packages. Starting with basic information about the statistics concepts
used in text mining, this book will teach you how to access, cleanse, and process text using the R language and will equip you with the tools
and the associated knowledge about different tagging, chunking, and entailment approaches and their usage in natural language processing.
Moving on, this book will teach you different dimensionality reduction techniques and their implementation in R. Next, we will cover pattern
recognition in text data utilizing classification mechanisms, perform entity recognition, and develop an ontology learning framework. By the
end of the book, you will develop a practical application from the concepts learned, and will understand how text mining can be leveraged to
analyze the massively available data on social media. Style and approach This book takes a hands-on, example-driven approach to the text
mining process with lucid implementation in R.
Nagy Hanna presents a systematic approach to integrate ICT into development policies and programs across sectors of economy and
society. This book bridges the current disconnect between the ICT specialists and their development counterparts in various sectors so as to
harness the ongoing ICT revolution to maximize development impact.
Web usage mining is defined as the application of data mining technologies to online usage patterns as a way to better understand and serve
the needs of web-based applications. Because the internet has become a central component in information sharing and commerce, having
the ability to analyze user behavior on the web has become a critical component to a variety of industries. Web Usage Mining Techniques
and Applications Across Industries addresses the systems and methodologies that enable organizations to predict web user behavior as a
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way to support website design and personalization of web-based services and commerce. Featuring perspectives from a variety of sectors,
this publication is designed for use by IT specialists, business professionals, researchers, and graduate-level students interested in learning
more about the latest concepts related to web-based information retrieval and mining.

This book reports on cutting-edge research carried out within the context of the EU-funded Dicode project, which aims at
facilitating and augmenting collaboration and decision making in data-intensive and cognitively complex settings. Whenever
appropriate, Dicode builds on prominent high-performance computing paradigms and large data processing technologies to
meaningfully search, analyze, and aggregate data from diverse, extremely large and rapidly evolving sources. The Dicode
approach and services are fully explained and particular emphasis is placed on deepening insights regarding the exploitation of big
data, as well as on collaboration and issues relating to sense-making support. Building on current advances, the solution
developed in the Dicode project brings together the reasoning capabilities of both the machine and humans. It can be viewed as
an innovative “workbench” incorporating and orchestrating a set of interoperable services that reduce the data intensiveness and
complexity overload at critical decision points to a manageable level, thus permitting stakeholders to be more productive and
effective in their work practices.
Incorporating new methods and approaches in learning environments is imperative to the development of education systems. By
enhancing learning processes, education becomes more attainable at all levels. The Handbook of Research on Instructional
Systems and Educational Technology is an essential reference source for the latest scholarly research on new models, trends,
and data for solving instructional and learning challenges in education. Featuring extensive coverage on a wide range of topics
such as distance education, online learning, and blended learning, this publication is ideally designed for academicians,
practitioners, researchers, and students seeking current research on the latest improvements in instructional systems.
This book explores the concepts of so-called "micromedia" such as earned, rented, and owned media, and assists the reader in
maximizing a presence in all of them in order to create momentum and grow a large, loyal audience for one's message.
Value creation is a pivotal aspect of the modern business industry. By implementing these strategies into initiatives and processes,
deeper alliances between customers and organizations can be established. The Handbook of Research on Strategic Alliances and
Value Co-Creation in the Service Industry is a comprehensive source of scholarly material on frameworks for the effective
management of value co-creation in contemporary business contexts. Highlighting relevant perspectives across a range of topics,
such as public relations, service-dominant logic, and consumer culture theory, this publication is ideally designed for professionals,
researchers, graduate students, academics, and practitioners interested in emerging developments in the service industry.
If you want to learn how to quantitatively answer scientific questions for practical purposes using the powerful R language and the
open source R tool ecosystem, this book is ideal for you. It is ideally suited for scientists who understand scientific concepts, know
a little R, and want to be able to start applying R to be able to answer empirical scientific questions. Some R exposure is helpful,
but not compulsory.
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Social media is invaluable during crises like natural disasters, but difficult to analyze. Computer science can help.
Extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using R About This Book Explore the social
media APIs in R to capture data and tame it Employ the machine learning capabilities of R to gain optimal business value A handson guide with real-world examples to help you take advantage of the vast opportunities that come with social media data Who This
Book Is For If you have basic knowledge of R in terms of its libraries and are aware of different machine learning techniques, this
book is for you. Those with experience in data analysis who are interested in mining social media data will find this book useful.
What You Will Learn Access APIs of popular social media sites and extract data Perform sentiment analysis and identify trending
topics Measure CTR performance for social media campaigns Implement exploratory data analysis and correlation analysis Build
a logistic regression model to detect spam messages Construct clusters of pictures using the K-means algorithm and identify
popular personalities and destinations Develop recommendation systems using Collaborative Filtering and the Apriori algorithm In
Detail With an increase in the number of users on the web, the content generated has increased substantially, bringing in the need
to gain insights into the untapped gold mine that is social media data. For computational statistics, R has an advantage over other
languages in providing readily-available data extraction and transformation packages, making it easier to carry out your ETL tasks.
Along with this, its data visualization packages help users get a better understanding of the underlying data distributions while its
range of "standard" statistical packages simplify analysis of the data. This book will teach you how powerful business cases are
solved by applying machine learning techniques on social media data. You will learn about important and recent developments in
the field of social media, along with a few advanced topics such as Open Authorization (OAuth). Through practical examples, you
will access data from R using APIs of various social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, GitHub, Foursquare,
LinkedIn, Blogger, and other networks. We will provide you with detailed explanations on the implementation of various use cases
using R programming. With this handy guide, you will be ready to embark on your journey as an independent social media analyst.
Style and approach This easy-to-follow guide is packed with hands-on, step-by-step examples that will enable you to convert your
real-world social media data into useful, practical information.
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Master machine learning with Python in six steps and explore fundamental to advanced topics, all designed to make you
a worthy practitioner. This book’s approach is based on the “Six degrees of separation” theory, which states that
everyone and everything is a maximum of six steps away. Mastering Machine Learning with Python in Six Steps presents
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each topic in two parts: theoretical concepts and practical implementation using suitable Python packages. You’ll learn
the fundamentals of Python programming language, machine learning history, evolution, and the system development
frameworks. Key data mining/analysis concepts, such as feature dimension reduction, regression, time series forecasting
and their efficient implementation in Scikit-learn are also covered. Finally, you’ll explore advanced text mining
techniques, neural networks and deep learning techniques, and their implementation. All the code presented in the book
will be available in the form of iPython notebooks to enable you to try out these examples and extend them to your
advantage. What You'll Learn Examine the fundamentals of Python programming language Review machine Learning
history and evolution Understand machine learning system development frameworks Implement
supervised/unsupervised/reinforcement learning techniques with examples Explore fundamental to advanced text mining
techniques Implement various deep learning frameworks Who This Book Is For Python developers or data engineers
looking to expand their knowledge or career into machine learning area. Non-Python (R, SAS, SPSS, Matlab or any other
language) machine learning practitioners looking to expand their implementation skills in Python. Novice machine
learning practitioners looking to learn advanced topics, such as hyperparameter tuning, various ensemble techniques,
natural language processing (NLP), deep learning, and basics of reinforcement learning.
The ubiquity of new technologies has led to significant developments across the globe. By utilizing the latest available
innovations, countries can optimize their industrial and economic infrastructures. Technological Integration as a Catalyst
for Industrial Development and Economic Growth is a pivotal reference source for emerging academic research on the
diffusion of new information and communication technologies for social progress. Highlighting a comprehensive range of
topics such as financial inclusion, manufacturing, and workforce development, this book is ideally designed for
academics, professionals, policy makers, graduate students, and practitioners interested in economic and social
developments.
Ongoing advancements in modern technology have led to significant developments in intelligent systems. With the
numerous applications available, it becomes imperative to conduct research and make further progress in this field.
Intelligent Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications contains a compendium of the latest academic
material on the latest breakthroughs and recent progress in intelligent systems. Including innovative studies on
information retrieval, artificial intelligence, and software engineering, this multi-volume book is an ideal source for
researchers, professionals, academics, upper-level students, and practitioners interested in emerging perspectives in the
field of intelligent systems.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International Conference on
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Advances in Data Science, ICIIT 2018, held in Chennai, India, in December 2018. The 11 full papers along with 4 short
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 74 submissions.The papers are organized in topical
sections on data science foundations, data management and processing technologies, data analytics and its
applications.
Websites are a central part of today’s business world; however, with the vast amount of information that constantly
changes and the frequency of required updates, this can come at a high cost to modern businesses. Web Data Mining
and the Development of Knowledge-Based Decision Support Systems is a key reference source on decision support
systems in view of end user accessibility and identifies methods for extraction and analysis of useful information from
web documents. Featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics, such as semantic
web, machine learning, and expert systems, this book is ideally designed for web developers, internet users, online
application developers, researchers, and faculty.
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